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#EDU19
Passing of the torch
Passing of the torch, a.k.a.
The long national nightmare is over
Aloha Bill!

Thank you for giving your time to the cloud community…
and crap to Bob
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#EDU19
Member Survey
CCC CG EDUCAUSE 2019 Survey

Basics

• 104 unique respondents
• 84 institutions
• multiple continents
What's your Cloud experience?

• Taking advantage of cloud-specific technology - 58 (55.8%)
• Experimenting - 42 (40.4%)
• Lifting and shifting workloads to the cloud - 39 (37.5%)
• Just Learning - 16 (15.4%)
• All cloud, all the time - 16 (15.4%)
What's your Cloud experience?

- Individual responses
  - ME personally is all cloud all the time, but my organization as a whole has a lot of distance to go.
  - Implemented 3 major cloud systems in past 3 years at 3 schools
  - Cloud-ready assessment
  - DR and test workloads
  - Quite a bit of SaaS
  - Cloud liaison to UM community & Cloud RFP/contract initiatives
  - Broker services
What topics would you like to see the CCCG cover?

- Cloud tool ecosystem - 69 (66.3%)
- Staffing and training - 69 (66.3%)
- Funding models - 62 (59.6%)
- Research support - 56 (53.8%)
- Tuning/Optimization - 53 (51%)
- Vendor/higher ed community engagement - 43 (41.3%)
- Using the cloud for teaching & learning - 38 (36.5%)
- Making the case for Cloud - 32 (30.8%)
- Vendor selection - 23 (22.1%)
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What topics would you like to see the CCCG cover?
CCC CG Monthly Cloud Call

• 4th Wednesday of the month. 9am PT/12pm ET
• Alternates between designated topic and free discussion
• Recent topics
  • Supporting Research in the Cloud - Round 1: The Human Bridge
  • Cloud Community Events and Activity
  • Google Cloud Platform
• Upcoming - October 23
  • Supporting Research in the Cloud - Round 2: Federated Access
How many CCCG monthly calls did you join in the past year?

105 responses

- 43.8%: All or nearly all
- 26.7%: A few
- 21%: One
- 8.6%: None
CCC CG Communication Channels

Mailing List https://goo.gl/852pZ5

Slack Workspace http://go.iu.edu/2c2w

Monthly Cloud Call https://goo.gl/88fmDW

I am subscribed to the CCCG

- Mailing list only
- Slack only
- Both

- Subscribed
- Preferred
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Comments for CCCG co-chairs
CCCG Engagement
CCC Engagement Team

- Cloud wiki
- Speaker wrangling
- Reporting
- Other?

Interested in getting more involved?
Contact: jody@berkeley.edu
Cloud Sessions at EDUCAUSE
CCC CG Summary

Contacts
• Jody Couch - jody@berkeley.edu
• Damian Doyle - damian@umbc.edu
• Bob Flynn - reflynn@iu.edu

Resources
• Mailing List https://goo.gl/852pZ5
• Slack Workspace http://go.iu.edu/2c2w
• Monthly Cloud Call https://goo.gl/88fmDW

Next call
• Wednesday, Oct 23 9am PDT/12pm EDT - Federating research
Session Evaluations

There are two ways to access the session and presenter evaluations:

1. In the online agenda, click on the “Evaluate Session” link.

2. From the mobile app, click on the session you want from the schedule > then scroll down or click on the associated resources > and the evaluation will pop up in the list.
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